
U S E R  M A N U A L

Atlas Walker



How to Unpack and Assemble

Congratulations on purchasing your Atlas Walker.  Your

walker will arrive in three sections - (1.1) chassis, 

(1.2) support pad assembly, (1.3) handlebars and will need

to be assembled before use.  It will be boxed and wrapped

in bubble wrap packaging on receipt.

Most of the adjustments outlined below will require the

use of either a 4mm or 5mm allen key and an allen handle.

All of these will be supplied with each walker and will be

located in the plastic bag enclosed.

PLEASE CHECK THAT YOU HAVE RECEIVED ALL OF THE

PARTS YOU ORDERED.
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Before you begin to assemble your Atlas Walker please

ensure that you apply the brakes (a) on the larger wheels

and the direction lock (b) on the smaller swivel wheels.

To begin assembly insert the support pad assembly into the

receiver bracket as shown in 1.5 and secure with 

allen bolt (a). 

To insert the handlebars remove the tape from the

receivers and insert the handlebars one at a time. 

Once both handlebars have been inserted secure them by

tightening the ratchet handle. 
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Main Frame Height Adjustment

Before you attempt to make any adjustments you will need

to set the mainframe height adjustment to its maximum

height by using the allen handle provided.  

Prone Angle Adjustment

Raise the main frame to it’s maximum height to gain

access to the adjustment screw. To set the prone angle

adjust the allen bolt with the handle.

Once you have made all of the adjustments you require the

mainframe height can then be set to the most appropriate

height for the user. This height adjustmet can be fine tuned

with the user in the product.

Adjusting the Chest Support Assembly

To adjust the height of the chest support, unfasten the leg

protector pad (a), loosen the allen bolt (b), select the

position you require by raising or lowering the chest

support bar and then retighten the bolt securely. 

Replace the leg protector pad as before.

The chest support can be angle adjusted for finer

positioning. The angle is set by adjusting the allen bolt (a).

The chest support angle can also be adjusted whilst the

child is in the frame.
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Adjusting the Chest Strap

To adjust the chest strap, release the Velcro strap, adjust to

the required tension and replace the strap.

Saddle Height Adjustment

The saddle height adjusts by loosening the allen bolt (a) and

selecting the position you require then retightening the

bolt.

Saddle Depth Adjustment

The saddle depth adjusts by loosening the allen bolt under

the pad, selecting the position you require and retightening

the bolt.

Setting the Saddle Swivel Range

To set the swivel range required, loosen the allen bolt until

the range you desire can be achieved then remove the

allen key.
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Abdominal Pad Height Adjustment

The abdominal pad height adjusts by loosening the allen

bolt and selecting the position you require then retightening

the bolt.

Back Pad Height Adjustment 

The back pad height adjusts by loosening the allen bolt (a)

and selecting the position you require then retightening the

bolt.

Removing the Back Pad

To remove the back pad, loosen the ratchet handle and

remove.

When replacing the back pad select the depth required

then retighten the handle.

Handle Bar Height Adjustment  

To adjust the height of the handlebars, loosen the ratchet

handle with one hand whilst pulling the handlebar towards

you.

When you have reached the desired height, retighten the

ratchet bolt.
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Handle Bar Angle Adjustment

In order to fix the handlebars at the desired angle, loosen

the allen bolt with one hand whilst supporting the upper

half of the handle bar with the other.  When you have

attained the required angle retighten the allen bolt securely.

Weight Bearing Wheel Lock

To set the weight bearing wheel lock adjustment, adjust the

hand knob as shown. This adjustment should be made

while the user is fully weight bearing on the seat.

Castors and Directional Lock 

To apply the brake on the larger castors push down on the

red lever (a). To unlock reverse this process.  

To unlock the direction of the swivel castors lift up the pull-

pin (b) and rotate through 90 degrees. To lock, simply rotate

the pull-pin and allow it to engage in the hole on the castor

again.
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We recommend that on a monthly basis a competent

person who is familiar with this piece of equipment and

who has been trained in its use should carry out a more

detailed check/inspection.  Please ensure the name of the

therapist who recommended the equipment is noted on

the check/inspection log along with the competent person

who has been trained in the use of the equipment.  Please

also ensure that this is updated for changes in staff.

Please pay particular attention to the following points when

carrying out the check/inspection.

1. Make sure all bolts are tightened securely. If there is 

any sign of loosening then please re-tighten.

2. Ensure castors are moving freely, are easily locked 

and un-locked and there are no obstructions. If there 

are no such objects and the castors are still not 

operating correctly, then please cease from 

using the walker and contact us as soon as possible.

3. Ensure that no part is showing excessive wear. If a 

part is showing excessive wear then please cease 

from using the walker and contact us as soon as 

possible.

4. Ensure that when all four castors are locked that there 

is no indication of instability in the main body of the 

walker. If you are in any doubt as to the stability of the 

walker please cease use immediately and contact 

us as soon as possible.

Check / Inspection Log



James Leckey Design Ltd

Kilwee Business Park
Dunmurry
BT17 0HD
Northern Ireland
United Kingdom

T: +44 (0) 28 9060 2277
F: +44 (0) 28 9060 0795
E: info@leckey.com
W: www.leckey.com LS121-01

WARRANTY: We warrant that the goods

shall be free from defects in materials and

workmanship for a period of 2 years from

delivery if the instructions governing use of

the goods have been followed.

Important Points to Remember

1.   We recommend that children should not be left
unattended at anytime whilst using Leckey
Equipment.

2. At least once a week, check that all fixings and
fastenings including the castors are in good
condition

3. The Atlas Walker is manufactured from nylon-
coated metal. When cleaning the walker we
would recommend that you use warm water and
a non-abrasive detergent

4. When the Atlas Walker is not in use, we would
advise that you store it in a safe place for future
use.

5. If you are in any doubt to the safe use of your
Atlas Walker please cease from using the product
and contact our Customer Services Department
as soon as possible.

.

Re-issuing Leckey Products

1. Most Leckey products have been assessed and
ordered to meet individual needs, therefore we
recommend that before a product is being re-
issued a compatibility check has been carried out.

2. Ensure that the product has been cleaned
thoroughly checking that the fabric and foam is in
reasonable condition.

3. A complete safety check of the product must be
carried out prior to re-issuing, this must include
the following checks;
Check castors are moving freely and 
are in good condition
Check that the features of the product 
are in good working order for example 
Prone Angle Adjustment, 
Main Height Adjustment, 
Seat Height and Depth.
Check that all allen bolts and tri knobs 
are in place and are locking securely.

4. Where possible please ensure that a copy of the
relevant instruction manual is kept with the
product and passed onto the new user.  

For copies of our instruction manuals or for further
advice on re-issuing please contact our 
Customer Service Department on
free phone 0800 318265.

 


